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Homework Questions

For this homework, please complete textbook questions 2.2, 2.7, and 2.8 from Chapter 2.
Complete each question by writing Verilog code. There are no text or written answers to be
submitted for this homework. For the questions involving writing a testbench, in addition to
printing output to the screen, some questions require generating a *.vcd file where the waveform
is saved. Names of the files to be used are discussed below in submission instructions.

You are encouraged to use iverilog and gtkwave to check your code synthesizes correctly
and that it operates as expected.

Tutorial Completion Question

As part of this homework, please complete the tutorial “Setting Up AWS Account and Consol-
idated Billing’. When done, please save your AWS account number (so it can be added to the
course’s consolidated billing) in a text file. The text file should have only one line, with a single
string which is the number, and be saved as homeworks/homework-03/AWS-ACCOUNT-NUMBER.txt.

Homework Time Estimate

To help improve homeworks and tutorials, please estimate the number of hours used to complete
this homework and the tutorial (reading instructions, setting up tools, debugging, etc.). Please
round up your estimate to the nearest hour. Please provide estimate for both the homework
and the tutorial. For homework, please put your answer as a single integer number of hours
in your git repository in the file homeworks/homework-02/TIME-ESTIMATE-HOMEWORK.txt. For
the tutorial, please put your answer as a single integer number of hours in your git repository
in the file homeworks/homework-02/TIME-ESTIMATE-TUTORIAL.txt.

Submission Instructions

Submit your solutions as separate Verilog files. Please all files in your git repository in the
homeworks/homework-02/ folder. Please save the files as:

1. Question 2.2, save the file as exercise 2-2 nolatch.v. No testbench is necessary for this
question. In total 1 file needs to be submitted for this question.

2. Question 2.7, save the files as exercise 2-7 a.v, exercise 2-7 b.v, and exercise 2-7 c.v.
For part D you should write testbenches. Follow the example from the textbook where
you have a top-level testbench module, and a separate tester module. Since all the parts
have same functionality, you can write one tester! Create exercise 2-7 a testbench.v,
exercise 2-7 b textbench.v, and exercise 2-7 c testbench.v. Also, create a com-
mon exercise 2-7 tester.v. The three testbenches can all instantiate the same tester.
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There is no need to submit waveforms, but make sure the tester generates the waveform
as file named exercise 2-7 waveform.vcd. In total 7 files need to be submitted for this
question.

3. Question 2.8, save the files as exercise 2-8 add sub.v, as well as make a exercise 2-8 tester.v,
and a top-level exercise 2-8 textbench.v. Make sure the tester generates the waveform
as file named exercise 2-8 waveform.vcd, but the waveform file does not need to be
submitted. In total 3 files need to be submitted for this question.
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